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E
ver since the invention of scann-
ing probe microscopy,1 the study of
supramolecular assembly on surfaces

was of particular interest to gain an under-
standing of intermolecular interactions in
the nanoscale regime.2�8 The actual arrange-
ment of the supramolecular structures is
the result of a delicate balance between
the molecule�molecule and molecule�
substrate interactions.9 Among the intermole-
cular interactions, directional hydrogen
bonding4 and dipole�dipole interactions10

are more interesting than nondirectional
van der Waals (vdW)11 and electrostatic inter-
actions, because they allow some control
over the growth of the assembly. Further-
more, the temperature of the substrate is a
very important parameter, for example, to
force the system into a lower energy state,
to modify the absorption site by heating
or for the incorporation of metal atoms,12

and for decorating the substrate.13 Also the

partial dissociation of a molecular subunit
that induces polymerization allows altering
the structureof the supramolecular assembly.14

In the case where donor and acceptor
molecules are deposited on the surface,
these molecules interact via strong dipoles,
and hence a controlled structure can be
fabricated.15 Fluorine can be incorporated
to the molecule by replacing the hydrogens
in the benzene ring of some polycyclic
aromatic compounds, e.g., phthalocyanine16

or pentacene.17 Due to the strong electron
affinity of fluorine, the fluoro-substituted
molecule acts as an acceptor molecule on
the C�F bonds. Aiming to fabricate p�n
type junctions of molecule-based electronic
devices, the F-substituted molecules and
conventional donor-type molecules have
been co-deposited while controlling the
mixing ratio.18,19 The directional hydrogen
bonding between two molecules is known
to be a driving force in the assembly via
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ABSTRACT State-of-the art experimental techniques such as

scanning tunneling microscopy have great difficulties in extracting

detailed structural information about molecules adsorbed on

surfaces. By combining atomic force microscopy and Kelvin probe

force microscopy with ab initio calculations, we demonstrate that we

can obtain a wealth of detailed structural information about the

molecule itself and its environment. Studying an FFPB molecule on a

gold surface, we are able to determine its exact location on the

surface, the nature of its bonding properties with neighboring molecules that lead to the growth of one-dimensional strips, and the internal torsions and

bendings of the molecule.
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indirect molecular-scale measurements by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM), but so far the hydrogen
bonding itself or its influence on a single molecule in
the supramolecular structure has never been studied.
In this work, we present clear evidence that the

directional hydrogen bonding leads to a unidirectional
growth of the supramolecular chain on a metallic
substrate. The chemical structure, which could not be
determined in the STM study mentioned before, is
revealed by high-resolution atomic force microscopy
(AFM); furthermore, the local charge caused by
F-substitution is directly sensed by Kelvin probe force
microscopy (KPFM). Finally, density functional theory
(DFT) calculations based on the microscopy data allow
reconstructing details of the supramolecular geometry
on the atomic scale and help to complete the under-
standing of the experimental results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

STM Observation. Figure 1a shows the chemical struc-
ture of 4-(4-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorophenylethynyl)-2,3,5,6-
tetrafluorophenylethynyl)phenylethynylbenzene (FFPB).
In FFPB, four benzene rings are connected by ethyny-
lene units, and two of them are substituted with
fluorine. The Au(110)-(1�2) surface is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 1b. We observed a one-dimensional
supramolecular structure (Figure 1c). The molecular
rows can be grown longer than 80 nm. The molecular
assembly is oriented in two equivalent directions, [111]
and [111], on the Au(110) surface, which make (35.3�
angles with the substrate atomic row, i.e., the [110]
direction. Each individual molecule in the chain aligns
(approximately) along the [223] direction. Aminority of
FFPB molecules, indicated with red arrows, stay singly
along the [110] direction. After annealing the substrate
to 400 K, however, all molecules aligned along the

[110] direction and the (1�2) reconstruction changed
to a (1�5) reconstruction (see Supporting Information).

Figure 1d,e shows the high-resolution STM images,
taken with tip bias voltages of 1.6 and �1.6 V, respec-
tively. Although FFPB has four benzene rings, only
three maxima are observed. (Four maxima are ob-
served for the single FFPBs that align along the [110]
direction. See Supporting Information.) STM has been
shown to be a powerful tool for a real space measure-
mentwith high spatial and energy resolution. Yet, since
the local density of states (LDOS) near the Fermi level
is responsible for the STM contrast, the delocalized
molecular orbitals often hinder the determination of
the chemical structure. Then ab initio calculations are
required to corroborate the experimental result where
the arrangement of themolecules is deduced from the
measured STM image. A potential conformation is
obtained when the intermolecular distance along the
growth direction ([111]) is half of the substrate inter-
row distance in that direction, i.e.,

√
3a = 7 Å, a being

the substrate lattice constant. Such a lattice matching
is preserved by in-plane rotation of the molecules with
respect to the growth direction and/or sliding adjacent
molecules oppositely along their symmetry axes. Ex-
ploring all of the possiblemetastable conformations by
geometry optimization to find the most stable con-
firmation is not feasible because of the computational
effort for DFT calculations on such a large molecular
system. Moreover, the pronounced spots in the STM
images in Figure 1d,e are on top of the surface atoms,
which means they depend mainly on the substrate
electronic properties rather than themolecule geometry.
In particular, the H- and F-terminated rings of the FFPB
molecules are indistinguishable in the STM images,
and one cannot determine the orientation of one
molecule with respect to the neighboring ones. There-
fore, the substrate's obscure contributions to the STM
images make it hard to deduce detailed information
about the molecular arrangement.

Chemical Structure. In contrast to STM, AFM senses
the total electron density. Especially, when the
tip�sample separation is small enough, the tip detects
the short-range Pauli repulsive interaction, and even
the inner structure of the single molecule can be
resolved in the frequency shift map of the oscillating
tuning fork sensor.20�24 Here, this technique is applied
to identify the real chemical structure of the FFPB
supramolecular assembly. Prior to the measurement,
the Au tip was terminated with the FFPB molecule.
FFPB was picked up from the surface while recording
the tunneling current (Figure 2a). A distinct signal,
compared to the case in a Au�Au junction, indicates
the termination of the FFPB molecule on the tip.25,26

With the molecule tip, a high bias voltage (3 V) is
required to scan the surface with STM without damag-
ing the self-assembly. Figure 2c shows the high-
resolution AFM image of the supramolecular structure,

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of the FFPB molecule. (b)
Schematic drawing of the Au(110)-(1�2) surfacewith atoms
in different rows colored differently for clarity (inset: side
view). (c) Large-area STM image of the self-assembly. (d)
Close view of the molecule obtained with an applied bias
voltageof 1.6 V and (e)�1.6 V.Measurement parameters: I=
10 pA, V =�2.0 V for (c), I = 10 pA, V = 1.6 V for (d), I = 10 pA,
V = �1.6 V for (e).
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taken with the molecule tip. Since the surface was
scanned in the repulsive region at constant height
mode, brighter regions of the contrast in the frequency
shift map correspond to higher corrugation ampli-
tudes of the FFPB on the surface.23 In contrast to the
STM topography, a detailed chemical structure of each
FFPB is clearly observed. In response to the substrate
corrugation, benzene rings of FFPB have rotated and/
or bent around the highly flexible C�C bonds con-
necting them to the rigid CtC bonds. This causes
nonuniformity in the Δf maps along the FFPB, as seen
in Figure 2c. Especially, rotations of two benzene units
at one side generate lines pointing out from the FFPB
sheet. Since the covalent (like the ionic) radius of the
fluorine atom is more than twice as long as that of the
hydrogen atom, this subtle feature presumably indi-
cates the part of F-substitution.

In order to gain a better understanding of our AFM
measurements, especially concerning the detailed
geometry of the molecular assembly on the sur-
face, we performed a series of DFT calculations. A few

candidate conformations were constructed based on
the AFM images and then relaxed to minimize the DFT
energy. The molecular conformation corresponding to
the lowest energy, depicted in Figure 2d, is highly
deformed (twisted and bent). Two fluoro-benzene
rings (5 and 7 in Figure 2d) rotate in opposite senses
to each other, resulting in a high contrast of lateral
C�F bonds, while the triple bond located between
H-benzenes (2 in Figure 2d) goes down, causing low
contrast of this bond. The energy cost of applying such
a deformation to an isolatedmolecule is 0.16 eV, which
is much smaller than the binding energy (15.6 eV per
molecule).

On the basis of the theoretically resolved chemical
structure of the FFPB molecule, the STM images can
also be better understood. Figure 2d shows that both
H-benzene rings (1 and 3) lie on the atomic rows of
Au(110)-(1�2). They are almost centered on the gap
between two adjacent Au atoms, and we therefore
attribute them to the two alike maxima in the mea-
sured STM image (Figure 1d,e). On the F-substituted

Figure 2. (a) STM topography. (b) Distance-dependent curves of the tunneling current with and without a molecule.
(c)Δfmap of the self-assembly, takenwith amolecule-terminated tip at a constant heightmode. (d) Side and top views of the
relaxed molecule on the substrate using DFT. Arrows depict the directional intermolecular interactions. Numbers: 1, 3:
benzene rings sit on top of Au atoms, resulting in a high contrast in AFM image; 5, 7: F-substituted benzene rings twisted
in opposite directions (∼7�); hence only one side on each is pronounced in the AFM image, 2: CtC bond plunged down
(via bending the adjacent C�C single bonds by ∼5�) corresponding to the low-contrast bonds in the AFM image; 4, 6: CtC
bonds moved upward (contrary to 2) and pronounced in the AFM image. Measurement parameters: Vtip =�500 mV and I =
10 pA in (a), V = 5 mV in (b), and A = 38 pm, f = 23296.9 Hz, Q = 68930, and V = 0 mV in (c).
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half, however, the ethynylene moiety (6) sits on an Au
atom and thus corresponds to the third (longer) bright
spot, which partially involves the π-system of adjacent
F-benzenes.

Contrary to the isotropic vdW interactions, hydrogen
bonds are directional. The strength of the C�H 3 3 3 F
bond is maximal when it is linear and in general
depends on the angle between the C�H and H 3 3 3 F
bonds. However, as seen in the relaxed conformation
with DFT shown in Figure 2d, the tilt and rotation
of each benzene ring, caused by the geometrical
deformation of FFPB on the atomically-corrugated
Au(111)-(1�2) surface, vary the distance and angle
of the weak C�H 3 3 3 F hydrogen bonding (shown
by arrows). This finding is in good agreement with
the previous bulk crystal measurement.27 Indeed, phe-
nyleneethynylene (exclusively H-substituted analogue
of FFPB) molecules cannot form a one-dimensional
supramolecular structure (see Supporting Information).
Note that for such an FFPB molecule, which has an
array of donor and acceptor sites on each side, the
stability of the supramolecular structure depends also
on the attractive and repulsive secondary hydrogen
interactions.28

Local Contact Potential Difference. Since the features of
the frequency shift map do not allow unambiguously
determining the precise orientation of the molecule,

we additionally measured the charge distribution
using KPFM with a Au-terminated tip. Recently, the
resolution has been demonstrated to be high enough
to resolve internal charge states of a singlemolecule on
a thin NaCl film.29,30 We used a similar protocol in our
previous systematic Z distance-dependent measure-
ment at room temperature.31 The relative tip�sample
distance was readjusted with an atom tracking func-
tion (at the maxima indicated by a circle with an arrow
in Figure 3a) before each bias voltage-dependent
measurement of the frequency shift and tunneling
current (see Supporting Information). Figure 3b shows
two examples of the frequency shift versus bias voltage
curves, measured at sites (i) and (ii) in Figure 3a. By
fitting the measured data to a parabola, a significant
shift of the local contact potential difference (LCPD)
was obtained as ΔVLCPD = 10.4 mV. For each measure-
ment point, the LCPD and the corresponding ΔfLCPD
were calculated and mapped as shown in Figure 3c,d,
respectively. The current map (Figure 3e) shows a
similar contrast to that observed in the STM topogra-
phy (Figure 3a); namely, the adjacent molecules have
the identical contrast with an opposite direction. This is
due to the fact that the molecules are adsorbed on
almost identical sites of the Au(110)-(1�2) surface
(Figure 2d). In contrast to the tunneling current map,
the LCPD map shows different contrasts in the adjacent

Figure 3. Three-dimensional bias voltage-dependentmeasurement of the frequency shiftΔf(X,Y,V) and the tunneling current
I(X,Y,V), measured with a Au tip. (a) STM topography. A circle with an arrow indicates the position where the relative
tip�sample position is adjusted with an atom tracking function, and the array of dots schematically indicates each
measurement position (28 points in the X direction and 59 points in the Y direction). (b) Examples of bias voltage-dependent
curves of the frequency shift, measured at sites (i) and (ii) in (a). (c) Two-dimensional maps of the local contact potential
difference and (d) the frequency shift at theCPDcalculatedwith a parabolic function via themeasured three-dimensional data
set. (e) Extracted tunneling currentmap at the applied bias voltage of�500mV. (f) Orientation of themolecule, judgedby the
LCPD map in (c). (g) Electrostatic potential on a plane 2 Å above the molecular plane.
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molecules (Figure 3c). Since in KPFM measurements
themesoscopic structures of tip and sample contribute
to signals by long-range interactions,32,33 the mea-
sured LCPD is the result from an averaged value
between the short- and long-range interactions. There
is most probably an asymmetric LCPD field in the
measurement area. In fact, the difference drastically
decreases by subtracting a linear gradient from the
measured LCPD map (see Supporting Information). In
the LCPDmap, the dipole and charge states play a role
in the contrast. In this system, the strongly electroneg-
ative fluorine atoms induce local dipoles stronger than
those on the CH bonds. An individual FFPB has no net
dipole moment in the lateral direction because of the
cancellation of the local dipoles. Only the F�C and
H�C bonds on the two opposing longitudinal ends
give rise to a net dipole moment along the molecular
axis, which, according to our DFT calculations, turns out
to be 4.27 D (i.e., 2.3 times larger than that of the water
molecule). As the alignment of the benzene rings is not
perfectly parallel to the surface (see bottom panel in
Figure 2d), the vertical component of the F�H dipoles
is not precisely zero; however, since the tilting angles
are small, their contribution to the vertical LCPD mea-
surement should be marginal. Therefore, the dipole of
the molecule cannot contribute a major part to the
LCPD contrast. Due to the electronegativity of the
fluorine atom, F-substituted benzene rings in FFPB
act as an acceptor. In more detail, the individual
fluorine atoms act as an acceptor with respect to the
bonded carbon, and so the π-electron density of the
benzene ring is reduced and acts as a donor in the end.
A similar effect occurs between adjacent FFPB mol-
ecules. However, since the distance of the H 3 3 3 F bond
(weak hydrogen bonding) is larger than that of C�F,
themagnitude of the reducedπ-electron density in the
H-benzene is smaller than that in the F-substituted
benzene. Therefore, in this supramolecular struc-
ture, the F-substituted benzene ring would exhibit a
smaller π-electron density compared to the bare ben-
zene ring in the neighboring FFPB. It is worth noting
that the charge transfer between the benzene rings is

negligible (within 0.01 or 0.06 e based on the Bader or
Mulliken charges, respectively). Since the bias voltage
is applied to the tip, the negatively charged part has a
more negative LCPD value.34 Therefore, the direction
of each FFPB can be reliably concluded as shown in
Figure 3f. Indeed, our DFT calculations show that for
the other orientation, i.e., the conformation obtained
by switching the F and H atoms, the binding energy is
higher by 0.70 eV per molecule. Further, we plot the
electrostatic potential at a distance 2.5 Å above the
molecular plane (Figure 3g), obtained by summ-
ing up the ionic and Hartree potentials calculated
from the converged wave function for the relaxed
structure. The pattern shows an excellent agree-
ment with the measured LCPD (Figure 3c) and
even better after subtracting the linear gradient
(Figure S2b). For a qualitatively accurate calculation
of the LCPD, both macroscopic and microscopic
contributions from a scanning probe should be
taken into account.32

CONCLUSION

In summary, we present a one-dimensional supra-
molecular structure on Au(110)-(1�2). The complex
chemical structure is revealed by atomic force micro-
scopy, clearly showing that the directional hydrogen
bonding plays a major part in the driving force of the
self-assembly. The detailed geometrical deformations
of the molecule on the substrate (including the tilt and
rotation of the benzene rings as well as the bending of
the connecting C�C bonds) as relaxed with density
functional calculations are in perfect agreement with
those imaged by atomic force microscopy. Further-
more, Kelvin probe force microscopy measurements
allow assessing the charge distribution of themolecule
and experimentally identify the site of the fluoro-
substitution in eachmolecule. Therefore, the combina-
tion of high-resolution atomic forcemicroscopy, Kelvin
force microscopy, and density functional theory calcu-
lation can elucidate not only the detailed chemical
structure of a single molecule20,21,24 but also that of a
complex supramolecular system.

METHODS

Experimental Measurement. All measurements were performed
with a commercially available Omicron low-temperature STM/
AFM system, operating in ultrahigh vacuum at 4.8 K. We used a
tuning fork with a chemically etched tungsten tip as a force
sensor.35 The high stiffness of 1800 N/m realizes a stable opera-
tion with a small amplitude of 38 pm,36 which was calibrated by
the current control method.37 The small-amplitude operation
enhances the detection sensitivity to the short-range tip�
sample interaction, and hence the spatial resolution can be
improved. The resonance frequency and its mechanical quality
factor were 23 297 Hz and 68 930, respectively. The frequency
shift, caused by the tip�sample interaction, was detected with
a commercially available digital phase-locked loop (Nanonis:
OC-4).38 In order to avoid crosstalk between the STM and AFM

detection lines, the tip was electrically decoupled to the detec-
tion line of the tuning fork sensor oscillation with a separate Au
wire.39 In the measurement, no significant correlation between
the energy dissipation and tunneling current signals was de-
tected (see Supporting Information). For the STMmeasurement,
the bias voltage was applied to the tip while the sample was
electronically grounded. A clean metal tip was in situ prepared
by indenting the Au sample surface several times and so that
the tip apexwas terminated by Au atoms. A cleanAu(110)-(1�2)
surface was in situ prepared by repeated cycles of standard Arþ

sputtering (3� 10�6 mbar, 1000 eV, and 15 min) and annealing
at 450�. The typical width of the Au(110) terrace was 100 nm.
In this experiment, we have used 4-(4-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluoro-
phenylethynyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenylethynyl)phenylethynyl-
benzene (FFPB) molecules and conventional nonsubstituted
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phenyleneethynylene molecules.40 FFPB and the phenyleneethy-
nylenemoleculesweredeposited on the surfaces fromcrucibles of
the Knudsen cell and resistively heated at 140(125)� after degass-
ing at 100� for several days. The temperature of the substrate was
kept at 120 K. Recorded data were analyzed using the WSxM
software.41

We performed two-dimensional bias voltage-dependent
measurements of the frequency shift and the tunneling current
with a constant tip�sample separation over the surface. The
array of dots in Figure 3a schematically indicates the positions of
28 � 59 grid points (in total 1652 points), at which individual
bias voltage-dependent measurements were performed in the
range of (500 mV at 256 equally spaced bias voltage points.
Since ameasurement takes a relatively long time, nonlinear drift
in the XYZ directions must be monitored and eliminated as
much as possible even in a nominal “drift-free” low-temperature
environment. Similar to the protocol we developed for three-
dimensional dynamic force spectroscopy measurement at
room temperature,31 the atom tracking function42,43 was used
to readjust the relative tip�sample distance to the observed
maximum in the STM topography (50 pA and �500 mV),
indicated with a circle in Figure 3a, before the bias-dependent
measurement. After the tip was moved to the measurement
point, the tip�sample separation was decreased by 50 pm for
the measurement. Unlike for the room-temperature measure-
ment with a silicon cantilever, the thermal drift of the resonance
frequency was negligible. The whole measurement was carried
out during 16 h and 33min, which was restricted by the refilling
cycle of the liquid helium. Since no contrast change in the STM
topography was observed after the measurement, the tip con-
dition most probably stayed constant in the whole measurement.

Theoretical Calculation. All DFT calculations were carried out
within the generalized gradient approximation with the PBE
exchange�correlation functional44 using the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP).45�48 Interactions between core and
valence electrons were described by the frozen-core projector-
augmented wave (PAW) method,49,50 while the valence elec-
tron wave functions were expanded using a plane-wave basis
set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. It has been shown that
the PBE exchange�correlation functional accurately describes
the hydrogen bonds.51 We also take into account the long-range
vdW interaction using the semiempirical dispersion-corrected DFT
(DFT-D2)methodbyGrimme.52 TheC6 parameterwas set to40.62,
1.720, 0.140, and 0.75 and the R0 parameter to 1.772, 1.452, 1.001,
and 1.287 for Au, C, H, and F atoms, respectively.

Containing in total 216 atoms, the Au(111) substrate was
modeled by a slab of five atomic layers, each being a rectangle
with edges in the [111] and [112] directions and 1.41 and
3.98 nm long, respectively; see Figure 4. A vacuum region of
about 1.7 nm was used to minimize the interaction between
periodic slabs in the third direction. The bottom two atomic
layers were fixed in their bulk position, while all other atoms
were allowed to relax until the force on each atom became
smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. The reciprocal space was sampled using
a 2 � 1 � 1 k-mesh. A Gaussian smearing of width 0.1 eV was
used to speed up the convergence, but the energies are finally

extrapolated to zero temperature. For the Bader analysis53 we
used the valence electron density after the geometries are well
relaxed.
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